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Executive Summary
We are pleased to submit this application to the Merit
Award committee; we believe that our Transparency for
Registry (“T4R”) programme of work provides an effective
and innovative solution to execute appropriate AML/CFT
defence measures while retaining a commitment to
customer service.
Within Jersey we have undertaken a programme of work
which has enabled the Companies Registry to overcome
the challenge of fulfilling its role of gatekeeper for the
island with a relatively small team; while delivering on
commitments to achieve customer service excellence.

Figure 1 T4R Objectives

Through the valued support of fellow IACA members we were able to determine the
challenges faced with AML/CFT measures and the automation opportunities possible to freeup Registry Officers. We do not apologise for the constant reference to help and support from
IACA members through this submission, without their help our initiative would not be the
success it is.
Through the T4R programme of work, we have been able to:













Establish a Sound Business Practice Policy (“SBPP”) successfully adopted by our
customers;
Publish the Registry Processing Statement (“RPS”);
Reduce average application processing times by 16 minutes;
Increased the Registry’s compliance with our Customer SLA to 99.13%;
Realised a reduction of 5% in the number of returned applications;
Electronically dispatch the Certification of Incorporation;
Automate of manual processes to relieve Registry Officer resources to focus on
AML/CFT activities and in addition increases in application reviews helps to improve
the integrity of data held on the register;
Important to Jersey finance industry as supports transparency and mitigates
reputational risks to the island;
Innovations introduced such as Registry Dashboards and event driven SLA monitoring;
Demonstrate high customer satisfaction levels in first 3 months;
Available for knowledge share and support to IACA members.

These outcomes has helped balance the ease of doing business with the increased regulatory
remit of the Registry.
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Background
Jersey Financial Services Commission
The Jersey Financial Services Commission (“Commission”) is the Island’s unitary financial
services regulator. It is responsible for the supervision and development of financial services
provided in or from within Jersey.
The Commission is an independent statutory body corporate, set up under the Financial
Services Commission (Jersey) Law 1998 (the “Commission Law”). The Commission Law
provides for a Board of Commissioners to be the governing body of the Commission. The
Commission is accountable for its overall performance to the Government of Jersey through
the Chief Minister.
The Commission is also responsible, pursuant to powers granted to it under the Companies
(Jersey) Law 1991, for appointing a person to exercise certain statutory responsibilities as the
registrar of companies (the “Registrar”). The Commission has appointed the Director General
of the Commission as the Registrar.

Guiding principles
The Commission’s guiding principles require it to have particular regard to:
 the reduction of risk to the public of financial loss due to dishonesty, incompetence,
malpractice, or the financial unsoundness of persons carrying on the business of
financial services in or from within Jersey;
 the protection and enhancement of the reputation and integrity of Jersey in
commercial and financial matters;
 the best economic interests of Jersey; and
 the need to counter financial crime in both Jersey and elsewhere.
The Commission is also responsible for other activities such as: policy, international
engagement, regulatory standards, supervision, enforcement and the Registry.

Commission’s functions
The Commission Law prescribes that the Commission shall be responsible for:
 the supervision and development of financial services provided in or from within
Jersey;
 providing the States of Jersey, any Minister or any other public body with reports,
advice, assistance and information in relation to any matter connected with
financial services;
 preparing and submitting to the Minister recommendations for the introduction,
amendment or replacement of legislation appertaining to financial services,
companies and other forms of business structure;
 such functions in relation to financial services or such incidental or ancillary matters
o as are required or authorised by or under any enactment, or
o as the States of Jersey may, by Regulations, transfer; and
 such other functions as are conferred on the Commission by any other Law or
enactment.
The Commission is responsible for regulating the following businesses1: banking, fund
services, general insurance mediation, insurance, investment, trust and company service
Article 2 of the Financial Services (Jersey) Law: “A person carries on financial service business if by way
of business the person carries on investment business, trust company business, general insurance
mediation business, money service business, fund services business or AIF services business”.
1
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providers (“TCSPs”), and to a lesser degree, designated non-financial businesses and
professions, which includes accountants and lawyers, for anti-money laundering/countering
the financing of terrorism (“AML/CFT”) purposes.

Division

Function

Policy
Strategy

and Develop, implement and review the Commission’s regulatory riskbased policy and strategy ensuring that Jersey remains recognised as
a well regulated and co-operative jurisdiction whilst continuing to
maintain the integrity of Jersey in commercial and financial matters

Registry

The Registry is a business enabler and a gatekeeper as part of the
Financial Services Commission for the island. The Registry maintains
the registers and full registry lifecycle of business names, companies,
partnerships, foundations, trademarks and security interests. The
Registry maintains information and permits certain information to
be made available to the public.

Authorisation

Responsible for the authorisation of licences to regulated entities in
accordance with the Commission Law and associated laws and
regulations (in particular the JFSC Codes of Practice).

Supervision

Ensure that entities identify and adequately manage the risks they
face as to guard against their customers suffering losses due to their
financial failure or incompetence.

Enforcement

Enforcement provide the Commission’s investigative capability and
maintain the intelligence function receiving and distributing
intelligence. The Division collates evidence, compiles files and
presents the information to the Commission’s relevant decision
making body.

Operations

The public facing Commission functions are underpinned by a
number of crucial operational departments that make it possibly for
the organisation to perform its duties.
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The Companies Registry
The Registry is a business enabler and a gatekeeper as part of the Financial Services
Commission for the island. The Registry registers certain Jersey legal persons/legal
arrangements and maintains the registers and full registry lifecycle of business names,
companies, partnerships, foundations, trademarks and security interests. The Registry
registers information that these legal persons or legal arrangements s are required to supply,
and makes certain information available to the public.
For the avoidance of doubt, in this document by legal persons we mean; companies (including
protected cell companies and incorporated cell companies), limited liability partnerships,
incorporate limited partnerships and foundations. By legal arrangements, we mean limited
partnerships.

Registry’s Function
The primary functions of the Registry are:
 to register and incorporate companies, foundations, limited liability partnerships,
limited partnerships, incorporated limited partnerships, separate limited partnerships
and business names;
 to maintain statutory registers and to provide an efficient and effective service;
 to provide quick and easy public access to certain information;
 to facilitate cross border corporate transactions;
 to monitor and vet adherence to the Sound Business Practice;
 to undertake the first line of anti-money laundering and countering the financing of
terrorism (“AML/CFT”) defence checks for Jersey residents;
 to undertake the second line of AML/CFT defence checks in respect of entities
regulated by the Commission through TCSP’s; and to maintain the status as a business
enabler, aiding entrepreneurial endeavour.

Registry’s Target Principles
The Registry has adopted the following target principles for which it endeavours to adhere to
and uphold within each of its functions and operations.

Principle 1

• Customer centric processes

Principle 2

• Simple and cost effective Registry compliance

Principle 3

• Transparent and consistent policies, processes
and systems

Principle 4

• All Registry services available online

Principle 5

• Standardisation and continuous development
of policies, processes and systems

Principle 6

• Tell us once and avoid duplication

Principle 7

• Easy access to public information

Principle 8

• A high performing Registry, acting in the
public interest
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Major Challenges & Our Solution
As a business enabler and gatekeeper the Registry is faced with the challenge of balancing the
pursuit of Registry excellence with its responsibilities and role within Jersey’s financial
regulator.
The Registry has established a Service Level Agreement (SLA) with customers and has a
responsibility to support enterprise within the Island by reducing the barriers to doing
business. The Registry is also responsible for undertaking the first and second line AML/CFT
defence checks for the Commission.
Working with a relatively small team2, the Registry processes an average of 200,000+
applications annually; approximately 2,400 of these are company incorporations. As at the 6
March 2015, there are 33,048 companies with active registrations in Jersey.

Major Challenges
 Balancing Registry excellence with regulatory responsibilities;
 Limited free capacity of Registry Officer resource;
 Registry officers faced with resource intensive manual tasks including: AML/CFT
defence checks and certificate generation (Cert. of Good Standing/Incorporation…)
 Competitive Service Level Agreement agreed with Industry
o Fast-track incorporation (< 2 hours)
o Standard incorporation (<2 days)

Our Solution
In order to overcome the
challenges faced challenge with
balancing
the
pursuit
of
Registry excellence with the
responsibilities and role within
the Commission, the Registry
embarked on the Transparency
for Registry (“T4R”) programme
of work.
This programme of work
focussed on the outcomes of
increased
transparency;
excellent
customer
service;
simplification of doing business;
reducing processing times; and
improving the integrity of data
on the register.
The programme comprised of a
number of targeted projects
structured to collectively deliver
the outcomes of the programme.

Beneficiary

Customer / Industry

Outcomes

Increased
Transparency
(Policies, Procedures,
AML/CFT checks)

Excellent
Customer
Service

Simplification
of Doing
Business

Reduced
Processing
Times

Improved Data
Integrity

Programme of Work

Sound Business
Practice Policy
Registry
Processing
Statement &
Enhanced
Forms

Registry
Dashboard &
SLA Monitoring

Automated
Processes

Registry Principles

The individual components
required considerable consultation with internal and external stakeholders to identify a viable
solution that would satisfy all requirements.
As of March 2015, the Registry Officers and Management totals the equivalent of 13 FTE members of
staff.
2
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Transparency for Registry (“T4R”) Programme of Work
Sound Business
Practice Policy
Registry
Processing
Statement &
Enhanced
Forms

Registry
Dashboard &
SLA Monitoring

Automated
Processes
The Transparency for Registry (“T4R”) programme of work comprised of four key projects:
Sounds Business Practice Policy; Registry Processing Statement & Enhanced Forms; Registry
Dashboard & SLA Monitoring System; and Automated Processes.
Project/Initiative

Impact

Sound Business Practice Policy
As gatekeeper for the Commission, and in accordance with the
Commission’s AML/CFT handbook, with respect to
applications the Registry undertake up to 15 checks on each
beneficial owner and controller of a customer who is a legal
person.

Transparency;
AML/CFT;
Resource
Allocation/
Prioritisation;

In addition, within the functions assigned to it by the Control
of Borrowing (Jersey) Order 1958 (“COBO”), the Commission
must have regard to the need to protect the integrity of Jersey
in commercial and financial matters and the best economic
interests of Jersey.
In order to support transparency and support our customers,
the Commission has defined a Sound Business Practice Policy
(“SBPP”), which sets principles regarding the activities that
the “Commission” considers sensitive.
Registry Processing Statement & Enhanced Forms
The Registry published the Registry Processing Statement
(“RPS”) in order to convey the applicability of the SBPP to our
customer applications.
A review and enhancement of our applications forms has
simplified the application process through the introduction of
embedded guidance. The publication of the RPS; and the
release of the enhanced application forms have improved
transparency of the Registry policies and processes.

Simplification
of
doing
business;
Transparency;

As a result we have experienced a reduction in the number of
returns/clarifications and a reduction in the overall
application processing time.
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Registry Dashboard & SLA Monitoring System
A SLA monitoring system has been developed which allows
the team to monitor and track key performance metrics.
Registry dashboard screens have been installed on the
Registry office floor. The dashboard provides real-time
information on Registry application volumes and service level
performance. This information allows the Registry Officers to
react to peak periods and effectively allocate resource to meet
customer demand without compromising excellent customer
service. In addition, ICT dashboards have been created to
provide early warning on an external or capacity based
threats.

Excellent
Customer
Service;
Resource
Allocation/
Prioritisation;

Automated Processes
Under the T4R programme of work, the Registry has
undertaken an automation project to review, and where
possible automate manual and resource intensive processes.
This activity has increased the capacity of Registry Officers to
focus on application quality review and AML/CFT defence
checks.

Excellent
Customer
Service;
Resource
Allocation/
Prioritisation;
Register
Integrity.

Sound Business Practice Policy
The Sound Business Practice Policy (“SBPP”) sets principles regarding the activities that the
Commission considers sensitive. Attached as an appendices to the SBPP are two tables:


Table 1 - setting out those activities that are subject to oversight by the Commission
for one or more of supervision of financial soundness, conduct of business and
compliance with requirements relating to anti-money laundering and countering
the financing of terrorism;



Table 2 - setting out those activities not within the regulatory oversight of the
Commission but which are considered likely to pose a potential reputational risk to
the Island.

In order to explain the applicability of the SBPP, Registry has published the Registry
Processing Statement (“RPS”). The RPS outlines to industry the processes undertaken by the
Registry when dealing with applications that include high risk factors and/or activities the
Commission has determined potentially pose reputational risks to Jersey. The functions of the
Commission include the administering of the Control of Borrowing (Jersey) Law 1947 and
therefore COBO. The Control of Borrowing (Jersey) Law 1947 is a Law to provide for the
regulation of the borrowing and raising of money, the issue of securities, the admission of
members of bodies corporate, the continuance in Jersey of bodies incorporated abroad, the
circulation of offers of securities for subscription of limited liability partnerships. The
Commission’s determination of COBO applications is managed by Funds Authorisation and
Registry in accordance with internal procedures and delegated powers. The scope of this
guidance note is limited to the functions performed by the Registry.
First Line of Defence
Throughout this case study reference is made to Registry acting as the first line of defence or
the second line of defence. In short Registry is the gatekeeper for incorporations. Accordingly
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Registry acts as the first line of defence in respect of local business applications that do not
include activities falling into one or more categories that require a registration under the FSJL.
The checklists used by Registry record the identification and customer due diligence checks
undertaken. All applications are subject to World Check, Google, an internal Commission data
system, administrative, civil or criminal Sanctions (using the UK Government Financial
Sanctions Consolidated list) and the Sanctions section of the Commission website. Additional
checks may be carried out using search engines used by the Jersey Financial Crimes Unit.
For business name only - registrations due diligence is limited to verification of identity and
residential address. The customer due diligence checks undertaken by Registry include
ultimate beneficial owners/controllers/founders/partners and, in the case of SPVs, directors.
Second Line of Defence/Gatekeeper
Registry acts as the second line of defence for applications received from Class F trust company
businesses (i.e. acting as a company formation agent, a partnership formation agent or a
foundation formation agent) and law firms providing professional advice in respect of SPVs
and Continuances in and out of Jersey.
Registry will complete the same customer due diligence checks as detailed above in respect of
the first line of defence. In addition, the Commission’s supervision and enforcement “Watch
List” will be checked.
Registry will notify an applicant when routine customer due diligence checks reveal adverse
information indicating the presence of higher risk factors. In the first instance, Registry will
seek to understand the risk assessment performed by the applicant and how it proposes to
manage these risks. Additional information may at this stage be requested by Registry.
Liaison with Supervision
Applications associated with regulated activities will be discussed with the Supervision
division of the Commission before determination by Registry. The application
checklist/supporting documents used by Registry must record brief details of the discussion
with the Supervision division including any agreed restrictions for any proposed formation
(for example in respect of a company, agreement to dissolve the company by a certain date if
a regulatory licence is not granted).
Where trust companies submit applications which are materially deficient, Registry will liaise
with the service provider and, where it is deemed appropriate, involve the Trust Company
Business division of the Commission so that any concerns regarding particular trust companies
can be considered. Potential regulatory action may include any, or all, of the following:
I. The trust company being placed on an enhanced supervisory programme;
II. The risk rating of the trust company being re-assessed; and, in the most serious of
cases;
III. The trust company being investigated using regulatory powers under the
Financial Services (Jersey) Law 1998.
Any concerns regarding potential unauthorised regulated business activity will also be
considered by the Enforcement division of the Commission.
Liaison with Enforcement
Registry will contact Enforcement where intelligence is held internally and/or where higher
risk factors indicate a need to use specialist information sources.
IACA MERIT AWARD APPLICATION: JERSEY
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In circumstances where the content of the application raise potential areas of concern then such
issues will be considered by the Deputy Registrar or Deputy Director of Registry. It will then
be for the Deputy Registrar or Deputy Director of Registry to decide on the proposed course of
action which may be to request further information or refer the matter to Enforcement and/ or
Supervision or commence the formal COBO Decision Making Progress as appropriate.
Liaison with other Authorities
In circumstances where an application indicates a proposed activity that is likely to require
some form of registration/notification in or outside of Jersey, Registry will seek confirmation
that the applicant has satisfied itself in this regard so as to be able to evaluate the response.
Registry will, where it deems appropriate, ask for a copy of relevant legal advice and/or seek
independent legal advice.
Where a registration/notification is required Registry will seek the applicant’s written
authority (by way of a letter of confirmation and authority) to contact, on an initial and ongoing basis, the relevant body e.g. the Gambling Commission or an overseas financial services
regulator. Communication with other bodies will include a statement on the regulatory
position of the Jersey legal person/legal arrangement i.e. the whether or not it is subject to
Supervision by the Commission.
Applications that raise AML/CFT concerns will be referred to Enforcement.

Registry Dashboard
Operating with a relatively
small team, the Registry is
challenged to sustain high levels
of customer service while
appropriating
adequate
resources for the investigation
and
review
of
Registry
processes.
The Registry has developed a
suite of dashboards that provide
real-time
management
information regarding customer
activity and metrics on SLA
performance. Screens have been
installed at strategic vantage
points on the office floor so that
the performance metrics can be broadcast to all staff members.
This provides visibility on the levels of customer submission and the performance of the
registry with respect to agreed service levels.
The dashboards provide the Registry with an invaluable tool
to effectively manage and deploy resources to meet the
customer needs based on activity levels.
The dashboard acts as a warning system providing a visual
guide to applications and the action, timelines and processes
that must be executed by specific Registry Officers to achieve
Registry SLAs.
Registry performance against KPIs are presented on the office
floor to support transparent disclosure within the continuous
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improvement environment.
Application volumes and statistics from comparative periods are listed to highlight activity
trends to help with the allocation of resources
Service performance levels presented over longer
reporting periods help to establish ownership within
the team; build morale; and highlight areas requiring
development.
Daily performance levels and real-time workflow
volumes prevent temporary spikes or service issues
developing into larger performance problems.
Dedicated dashboards are installed on screens
within the ICT department.
The ICT
dashboards
provide
real-time
metrics
regarding capacity and possible threats to the
ICT resources that underpin the Registry
services.
The ICT dashboard acts as an early warning
system allowing the team to react and address
any issues that may impact the registry systems
and affect the customer’s registry experience.
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Effectiveness
Operating with a relatively small team, the Registry is challenged to sustain high levels of
customer service while appropriating adequate resources to undertake the processing and
review of applications that include AML/CFT defence checks.
The T4R Programme of Work has enabled the Registry to achieve the following outcomes:
1. Improved transparency and helped our customers to better understand our policies,
processes and procedures;
2. Improved our performance against the SLAs agreed with our customers;
3. Reduced the average time taken to process applications;
4. Reduced the number of returned applications and clarification requests;
5. Motivated staff with the removal of repetitive and mundane tasks;
6. Increased visibility of workload volumes to support better management and utilisation
of resources;
7. Increased capacity to undertake application quality control by releasing Registry
Officers from labour intensive activities. Increased application review helps to improve
the integrity of data held on the register.
A series of projects delivered under the programme of work have enabled the Registry to
realise a number of benefits for its customers. On November 4th 2014, the Commission
published the Sound Business Practice Policy accompanied by the Registry Processing
Statement and the enhanced application forms. In mid-December 2014, the Registry went live
with technology enhancements which provided access to the SLA monitoring and automated
processes. This project has dramatically impacted operations within the Registry; with the
installation of multiple screens relaying real-time information on customer activity, SLA
performance and application volumes.
Following the release of the above initiatives and technology enhancements we have recorded
month on month KPI improvements across the
Registry. Increased transparency achieve through
the SBPP and the RPS has meant that customers
better understand our policies, processes and
procedures.
This has yielded a 5% reduction in the number of
applications that are returned to customers; or are
delayed
requiring
customer
contact
and
clarification.
The quality of received applications has also
increased due to the enhanced forms and guidance.
As a result the average processing time of fast track
applications has been reduced by approximately 16
minutes.

Figure 2 Early Performance Improvements

The broadcast of real-time information to the Registry office floor means that the Registry team
is aware of spikes in customer activity and can readily react to application volumes and ensure
compliance with the Registry SLAs. The impact of the changes in this programme of work
have witnessed an increase of SLA compliance from 98.36% to 99.13%.
These early performance indicators display considerable benefits to our customers. We will
continue to monitor and use the newly available metrics to drive the continuous improvement
of our processes.
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Originality
As communicated above, the Commission is unique in its approach to the collection of
beneficial ownership information, activities and AML/CFT upon set up. This makes any
system developed also unique. The initiatives undertaken within the T4R programme may be
split into two innovative sections: Innovation in Policy; and Technological Innovation.

Innovation in Policy
We have taken an integrated approach with the publication of the Sound Business Practice
Policy; the Register Processing Statement and the enhanced application forms with guidance.
This has represented a fundamental change in policy. Details of the policy are given in the
earlier part of this document and are published on the Commission website at
www.jerseyfsc.org.

Technological Innovation
Within the Commission, we have adopted a holistic approach to real-time performance
information. Although we have a primary focus on broadcasting live customer activity to all
Registry officers; and track the Registry’s SLA performance; we also provide ICT with a
dedicated dashboard providing real-time metrics on capacity and possible threats to the ICT
resources that underpin the Registry services.
The technology is explained throughout this document; in the interests of brevity we have not
repeated the originality point during this section.
In summary, technological enhancements have included:







Significant improvements to the SLA monitoring and notification system
Improved Management Information system comprising
o Registry dashboard (Registry office floor screens)
o ICT dashboard (ICT department screens)
o Desktop dashboard (Registry Officers)
SLA/KPI tracking and reporting

Automation of certificate generation and dissemination
o Certificate of Incorporation
o Certificate of Good Standing
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Significance and Transferability
Significance
The publication of the SBPP, RPS and enhanced application forms have collectively increased
the transparency and understanding between the Registry and our customers. The supporting
technological enhancements are enablers allowing the Registry to fulfil its role in mitigating
reputational risk to the island through executing AML/CFT defence checks.
The high visibility of application volumes and SLA performance metrics has enhanced the
awareness and injected an increased level ownership with regards to service levels amongst
the Registry team. There is a sense of “not on my watch”; and the dashboard early warning
features cause the team to spring into action and react to uphold the Registry’s commitment to
the SLA’s agreed with industry.
The significance to our customers is conveyed through the early performance metrics that
illustrate a month on month reduction in both returned applications and processing times;
while showing an increase in SLA compliance.

Transferability
In terms of transferability of the innovation and lessons learned in this project we believe that
many can be directly transferred to any of our colleagues and friends in IACA and within other
jurisdictions. We are indebted to our friends and colleagues around the globe who have
shared their experience; answered our questions and provided advice in many areas of the
initiatives and projects described in the above programme of work.
We are a major advocate of knowledge sharing within the domain and as we have significantly
benefitted from this approach we are happy to discuss our experience; approach; solutions and
as our register matures, our growing pains; operational issues and sustainability measures.
In order to open the knowledge sharing process and attempt to immediately add value to the
community, the following list highlights assets within Jersey that we are happy to make
available publicly and to IACA friends and colleagues on request:
 Our Sound Business Practice; Registry Processing Statements and enhanced forms are
public and open to reference. We are also happy to support any colleagues who would
like to further explore this approach within their home jurisdiction.
 Registry Dashboard metrics – we are happy to disseminate and offer our experience
and research to IACA colleagues on the metrics tracked and broadcast to our Registry
Officers and management team.
 We welcome the opportunity to further discuss our approach and delivery of service
automation which has considerably helped the Registry to release Registry officers and
provide additional capacity to quality control and AML/CFT defence checks.
 Documentation is available for our system components which we are happy to share
with our friends and colleagues in IACA.
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Lessons Learned
Global Consultation and Knowledge Sharing
We cannot understate the invaluable input that we have received from our international
friends and colleagues within the domain. A wealth of real world experience and knowledge
has been shared and imparted through the few international fora in which we attend and
contribute. We would not like to consider the cost that would be incurred for the consultancy
fees needed to equate to the knowledge transfer had we not been privileged to have the friends
and contacts within the global community.
As a key lesson learned we would advise all authorities to participate and talk to your
colleagues through IACA and use any opportunity available to share your experiences and
knowledge. Through this approach we have derived major benefits both in this project; past
projects; and most certainly future projects.

Representation from all Stakeholders
We believe that it is crucial to communicate with, and achieve representation from all industry
stakeholders within the project steering committee. Even though we had representation from
all sectors within industry, we still had the occurrence of last minute issues which could have
been potential show-stoppers within the project.

Capacity and Capability to React (Real-time Dashboard Metrics)
The broadcast of real-time Registry performance metrics is a useful tool to promote the
proactive management of resources with the objective of achieving customer service excellence.
The tracking and broadcast is the important first step, however, it is important to always ask
the question “so what?” What do these metrics mean to the Registry and what do they mean
to our customers? More importantly, how are we going to operationally react to real-time
changes on a day to day basis?
Prior to launch we had identified responses to some of the above questions and had tactical
reactions prepared in response to changes in customer activity levels. Our experience is that
you need to take an agile approach during the initial release of broadcasted performance
metrics and refine the team’s response to dashboard events.
In addition, the real-time events can require responses that cross days, weeks and months
dependent on the SLA timelines and receipt of applications. Planning systems and activities
must be integrated with the dashboard and SLA monitoring system to support effective SLA
management.

Empowering the Team
We expected that the availability of management information would assist management to
better deploy resources and react to application volume spikes; however we did not envisage
the level of impact it would have to the wider team. The broadcast of the Registry dashboards
across the newly installed screens brought excitement and has empowered the Registry
Officers to self-manage and control their performance with respect to service levels.
The vocabulary of the Registry team has expanded. A collection of new phrases can be
overhead throughout the day as the team react to the changes customer activity. “We have 10
in amber” or “4 fast-tracks in” or “2 need signing in the next 15 minutes” are announced by
team members as the group collectively effectively manage application volumes. This
approach achieved widespread ownership and adoption of both the concept and the
dashboard system.
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